Topic Sentence: Learning English can be influenced by several aspects such as productive skill (listening, speaking, reading, writing) or environment and self-efficacy.

I. Journal Description
We can see in the menu choices (Archives) between Pedagogia journal and Jees, in the Pedagogia journal there are 11 articles that started from 2011 until now. While in Jees journal there are 4 articles that started since 2016 until now. And about Jess cover are more colorful and Pedagogia cover are more simple. And visitors from Pedagogia journal more than Jees journals.

II. Content of Article
In the Pegagodia journal explained the important elements that affect the skill of student in learning English is listening, speaking, reading, writing. And in the Jees journal explained that the learning process is influenced by self-efficacy there are three aspects that influence someone’s self-efficacy namely behavior, environment, and cognitive.

III. Method
Pedagogia and Jees journal using qualitative method, because the data are written based on those found in the neighborhood. And the research is done on natural conditions (natural setting)

IV. Significance
Pedagogia journal and Jees journal are very important because in each article are explained very thoroughly about students’ difficulties in learning English.

Concluding sentence: Learning English can be optimal if self-efficacy (behavior, environment, and cognitive) and productive skill (listening, speaking, reading, writing) around is very supportive.
1. **Point by Point Method**

The difficulty in learning English based on research between Pedagogia journal and Jess journal. There are will be explained about Pedagogia journal and Jees journal, written by my lecturer research in Megawati (2016 a and 2016 b). I think Pedagogia journal is easier than Jees journal, because it use Indonesian language. And visitors from Pedagogia journal more than Jees journal. We can see in the menu choices (Archives) between Pedagogia journal and Jees, in the Pedagogia journal there are 11 articles that started from 2011 until now. While in Jees journal there are 4 articles that started since 2016 until now. And about Jess cover are more colorful and Pedagogia cover are more simple. Pedagogia journal begins research in May 2015-2016. The subject of her research is a students from the University Muhammadiyah Sidoarjo majoring in PGSD. And in the Jees journal begins research in 2016-2017. The subject of her research is a students from exchange students from Thailand majoring in English Education Study Program at Universitas Muhammadiyah Sidoarjo. Pedagogia journal explained about the important elements that affect the skill of student in learning English is speaking, listening, reading, writing. And in the Jees journal more specifically explain about the difficulties of Thai student in learning English. Actually difficulties Thai student in learning English is the new environment because as exchange students they must can to know multilanguages and also in learning writing. Difficulties of Thai students in learning writing is capitalization, spelling, grammar, etc. Pedagogia journal explains about the difficulty in productive skill (speaking, listening, reading, writing). And the results of research indicate that students’ difficulties in speaking, Because less vocabulary, hard to memorize, pronunciation and grammar. And also students difficulties in learning listening, reading and writing. Pedagogia and Jees journal using qualitative method, because the data are written based on those found in the neighborhood. And the research is done on natural conditions (natural setting).

Therefore, Learning English can be optimal if self-efficacy (behavior, environment, and cognitive) and productive skill (listening, speaking, reading, writing) around is very supportive. All journals are very interesting to read. Which one would you prefer to read, Pedagogia journal or Jees journal?
2. Block Method

The difficulty in learning English based on research between Pedagogia journal and Jess journal. There are will be explained about Pedagogia journal and Jees journal, written by my lecturer research in Megawati (2016 a and 2016 b). I think Pedagogia journal is easier than Jees journal, because it use Indonesian language. And visitors from Pedagogia journal more than Jees journal. It has many menu choices on the cover. In the Pedagogia journal there are 11 articles that started from 2011 until now. Pedagogia cover are more simple. Pedagogia journal begins research in May 2015-2016. The subject of her research is a students from the University Muhammadiyah Sidoarjo majoring in PGSD. Pedagogia journal explained about the important elements that affect the skill of student in learning English is speaking, listening, reading, writing. Pedagogia journal explains about the difficulty in productive skill (speaking, listening, reading, writing). And the results of research indicate that students’ difficulties in speaking. Because less vocabulary, hard to memorize, pronunciation and grammar. And also students difficulties in learning listening, reading and writing. Pedagogia journal use qualitative method. because the data are written based on those found in the neighborhood. And the research is done on natural conditions (natural setting).

Jees journal use the English language in writing this article. And visitors from Jees journals less than in Pedagogia journal. It has many menu choices on the cover. Jees journal there are 4 articles that started since 2016 until now. And about Jess cover are more colorful. In the Jees journal begins research in 2016-2017. The subject of her research is a students from exchange students from Thailand majoring in English Education Study Program at Universitas Muhammadiyah Sidoarjo. Jees journal more specifically explain about the difficulties of Thai student in learning English. Actually difficulties Thai student in learning English is the new environment because as exchange students they must can to know multilanguages and also in learning writing. Difficulties of Thai students in learning writing is capitalization, spelling, grammar, etc. Jees journal use qualitative method, because the data are written based on those found in the neighborhood. And the research is done on natural conditions (natural setting).

Therefore, Learning English can be optimal if self-efficacy (behavior, environment, and cognitive) and productive skill (listening, speaking, reading, writing) around is very supportive. All journals are very interesting to read. Which one would you prefer to read, Pedagogia journal or Jees journal?
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